
AQUARIUS FRAGMENTS 
 
Extracts of Bruno Piaud's letters to JM AVRIL concerning the Age of 
Aquarius 
 
(12/1/89)... I hope Germany will be reunified one day.  Esoteric 
Germanic Tradition shows a good future for the Teutonic people, but I 
remain cautious.  The runic deciphering of Paracelsus' prophecies says 
that the Awaited will be born round the years 2136/2160, founding the 
Reich of the golden age some 144 years later.  In the prophecies of 
OLAUS MAGNUS, there's ground for hope.  Germanic tradition can be 
collectively reinvigorated and, based on an ethnic group, can guarantee 
a certain coherence to the new empire but, considering the past, I 
remain skeptical.  This tradition aims to exterminate all non-Germans, 
condition for an eternal, but still relative peace.  We're far from 
having the cup to the lips.  Yes, I believe that 'real' spirituality 
will be restored in the West.  But 'real'?  This reality will have a 
specific color.  The true Absolute is beyond forms. 
 
(XXX III XCII)... Concerning the part brought by England to the new 
era, it is first of all, and that's quite considerable, the language.  
English plays in the Age of Aquarius the role of Latin in the Age of 
Pisces.  Some people, including HG Wells among other things has 
prophesied it. 
 
(XV VII XCII)... One must read Guenon's judgement on Crowley but, even 
without knowing it, it is enough to know well Perdurabo's work to 
detect right away, if one has the right mind and a sufficiently 
elevated point of view, the origin especially impure (syncretism) of 
Thelema.  It was a lot of work, but the components are badly used.  Why 
is there this restless will to mix so many various things, a superb 
example is displayed in THE HIDDEN GOD of Kenneth Grant.  Kenneth Grant 
is syncretism at its apex.  You are right to think that THE BOOK OF THE 
LAW is genuine.  It is indeed authentic.  But it won't be of any use to 
us to fathom the future.  Crowley has failed in his evangelization, as 
the doctrine was too impure due to its syncretism and its connection 
with an obsolete system (Egypto-Judaeo-Christian magic).  Aquarius 
didn't find his prophet in Crowley and his intellectual approach, for 
He Who Is Coming isn't the Aeon of Horus. 
 
[...] 
 
Prophecies are almost always made well after the dominant idea patterns 
for that culture-epoch or civilization have been created.  There are 
often prophecies about the end of such a period, but Egyptian 
prophecies do not deal with Hellenic civilization, nor Hellenic 
prophecies with modern civilization. 
 
The big conflict - spiritual first of all - of the 3rd millennium will 
see the opposition of the gods of Vertigo and Hazard (Water and Earth) 
to the myths of AGON and the Mime.  The first belong to the filiation 
SHIVA-ALLAH-KALKI; the second owe their allegiance to the filiation 
BRAHMA-IAVHE-MAITREYA.  Once again, the form and the figure (AGON and 
the Mime) will be opposed to matter and motion/movement (Vertigo and 
Hazard).  In Europe, the Novel will be honored as a god both Gemini and 
dispenser of justice (Aries) by Slavic nations and the countries of the 
Baltic Sea, while people of the Extreme-Occident of Europe will worship 



the creative god (the SHIVA filiation...) 
 
There is indeed a 'thesis' supporting a destiny somewhat special for 
Canada (Quebec).  I don't believe in Brittany anymore.  Besides, 
frankly speaking, Ireland or the UK have as many substance to claim the 
possibility to play the role of 'Palestine' of the new era, and even 
more (due to the language).  The Aquarius empire would then be 
established in North America (USA, Canada, Mexico). 
 
As to Australia, from the point of view of Aquarius, she plays the role 
of Arabia in the Age of Pisces; in other words, the 'Mohammed' that 
will appear in the Age of Aquarius will come from there, Australia.  In 
the perspective of the Golden Age, Tasmania is the core of it (one must 
not confuse Golden Age with the Age of Aquarius).  It's all far from 
simple.  According to Nostradamus (prediction concerning the Great 
Celtic), for half a century, Arabs and 'Celts' will form an alliance.  
By it, we mean to say that the whole of France will play a role similar 
to that carried out by Byzantium in the past.  So, by 'Celts' and 
'Gaulish nation', we mean a greater France (including Belgium and 
Romance Switzerland), united with 'Arabic Spain'.  Al this will end up 
in bloodshed.  "The double revolt against Celts and Arabs seems to be 
not only a Gaulish prerogative.  The origin appears to come from 
Belgium, spreading then to the whole of North Wind Europe..." (Pichon, 
NOSTRADAMUS EN CLAIR, Editions Robert Laffont, Paris, 1970).  Errors 
flourish.  Prophets only report what they can see, in whatever terms 
they can.  The Renaissance witch Mother Shipton said the world would 
come to an end in 1880, which is in a sense true.  The cultural epoch 
created in the Renaissance did begin to come unraveled in 1880.  From 
her perspective, the world beyond that point was unformed, so Mother 
Shifton saw nothing and interpreted it as the end of the world.  The 
only clear date is the one given by Nostradamus, i.e. July 1999. 
 
The aristocratic path by you mentioned is well attuned with the god of 
creation, for Creation (Taurus) and Hierarchy (Leo) are all vertical 
emanation: they are recognized in the symbol of the Tree.  In my 
opinion, the Tree expresses the power of the fixed signs (Aquarius, 
Scorpio, Taurus, and Leo).  Like the Work (Taurus), the Tree (Aquarius) 
rises up toward the sky after for long having nurtured its germ, living 
in the entrails and womb of Earth: underground like Scorpio in its 
roots, now it shines like the Sun (Leo), from which its leaves and 
fruits get food to grow, and the Tree's dense foliage retains Sun's 
beams. 
 
In Irminism, the Tree is YGGDRASILL.  All the Germanic tradition shows 
that man is led by Destiny (Leo). 
 
You recall that the alchemists' red gold and the Templar Baphomet is 
only the combination of Taurus and Leo. 
 
Due to the fact that the myth of Equality is Justice (Aries) and the 
Model (Gemini), the religions of salvation will follow this myth in its 
fall.  And the sooner, the better, for this myth kills us.  
Fortunately, "when a ship sinks, its pharmacy is going down with it" 
(ERNST JUNGER). 
 
The new god won't only stand up among men but he will spread around 
them and, finally, being their container (the Grail) and their content 



(the Tree), he will also be men themselves. 
 
Irminism contains a terrible secret, which, due to that, appears to me 
as the tradition closest to come to term with He Who IS Coming, this 
secret being found nowhere else, so that I have deduced that that this 
path (a forgotten tradition, no wonder!) was leading more directly than 
all the others to the main thing.      
 
(April 4, 1993)  Concerning the new race, it's hard to speculate as to 
the outer aspect.  It should be an 'adolescent' race according to 
Paracelsus among others.  Today's youths are disappointing, drugged, 
conformist, and sometimes violent.  They've definitely lost the plot 
and they're on the whole frankly hopeless.  It's not with them that we 
will build the new era in one or two centuries.  It's with those who 
will come after the huge disasters that are programmed.  It's useless 
to ask questions concerning our own future, for we won't be compensated 
for the disgrace of living in a period as abominable as ours, and even 
if the worse is avoided, it will end up badly anyway, and without 
funeral panegyric for the illustrious dead. 
 
(May 5, 1993) 
 
If the USA will become the Aquarius empire, it will necessitate a 
transformation as considerable as the one that turned pagan Rome into 
Christian Rome.  It means that everything that make up the present 
America will inevitably disappear. 
 
(XIX V XCIII) 
 
First of all let's deal with the reference to the past.  It's a matter 
of creating what is ahead of man, and not only a question of imitating 
what is behind him.  The thing is, the Novel (Aquarius) is not here, 
not yet, and therefore before us is the void.  Against this emptiness, 
we resort then to modes of anchorage; i.e. to refer to a tradition or 
an ancient culture submits the discursive reasoning, the discourse to 
an authoritative argument.  It brings some furniture to the empty room 
so to speak, while we wait for the future removal.  This wards off 
fear: the word of evolution (the prophecy of the Novel) increases 
wastes and deserts (let's make a clean sweep of the past).  There is a 
positive aspect: the fact that the word that speaks ahead bases its 
evolution and future on its recourse to the past brings naturally the 
prophet to inverse his relation to time.  Thus, hailed by evolution and 
eternity (all that is passing returns to God) the present hides and 
dies in this motion.  Or in a different manner: the past waves to the 
evolution that will be its word (the last formulation of Aquarius goes 
back 26000 years ago).  For who can speak of future and evolution 
without first having mastered both life and the force of the past?  
Yes, the power that turns eternity into both the fishpond and the 
origin of forms comprises the word of evolution.  Mastering the present 
because the totality of previous forms resides within it, to speak the 
present masters at the same time evolution of which it is one of its 
forms, one of its wills, one of its powers of metamorphosis.  Clear, 
isn't it? 
 
I don't mind cultivating the virtue of forgetting.  After all, without 
forgetfulness that allows the coming of the True, memory can only be 
nostalgia, gloom and illusion.  Let's thus deliver memory in view of 



the future times.  (J.C. Pichon recommends, or almost, to become a 
vagrant, a tramp, which is still a reference as the down-and-out is 
governed by, an expression of Libra).  I hardly see anyone able in this 
silence to stand up for long. 
 
That's why traditionalist don't want to hear of Aquarius, they only 
recommend to chose an existing traditional form, even if it's 
degenerate, and to make one's nest within it while awaiting.  For 
there's no redemption without form.  All the other paths lead nowhere 
for they are adventurous, if not completely daredevil approach.  
"Exoterically speaking, man is cursed because he doesn't accept such 
revelation, such truth and doesn't obey such law; esoterically, he 
manages to curse himself for he doesn't accept his fundamental and 
primordial nature, which dictates to him such knowledge and such 
behavior" (FRITHJOF SCHUON).  In short, let's choose a form 
(Christianity, Islam, Thelema, Buddhism, etc.) and let's wait for the 
death of all those who go astray.  Enough trips in hypothesis, the 
Novel is still pretty far. 
 
The ideal would be a form reduced to its simplest expression as to the 
components come from the past, and opening to the Novel, bridging the 
gap (like before the cult of Mithra bridged the gap between Aries and 
Pisces, and disappeared once the Gospels were propagated).  I thought I 
found it in the Druid tradition, then in Shiva-worship, and then still 
better in the Germanic tradition (Irminism).  But I'm not fooled by the 
artificiality of the approach.  Yet this recourse is forecast (the 
vulcanian cult = the stone in the tree, this is foreseen by 
Nostradamus, but it's total uncertainty as to the people that will be 
its carnal support. Will it be a Breton race (Celtic) or a Norman race 
(Germanic)?  We will see). 
 
There is thus no traditional source that mentions a good deal about 
Aquarius.  And if I speak about it, that's because I'm not a strict 
observance traditionalist.  
 
(March 23, 1994) 
 
In the 21st Century, the fight to the death against Abrahamism will 
start, inseparable from the war against the modern world and the USA, 
as in the past the struggle against Rome was inseparable from the fight 
against decadent pagan cults and the Antiquity social system based on 
slavery.  Today the new Rome (USA) protects with its missiles the white 
sepulchres of dead religions.  All that presently exists will have to 
be swept away to allow the Novel to take the power without sharing.  
From this point of view, all nuisances are our allies.  That's why it's 
useless to support ecologists as long ago it was futile to support the 
Spartakists, who wanted to leave slavery behind, but not the Antiquity 
world, as our Greens don't want the end of the modern world, but its 
pollution-free management.  I see clearly, three centuries ahead of 
everybody.  I'm thus condemned to silence, but it's good that such 
awareness exists at the hour of the greatest despair.  Would I be the 
only one to have those ideas, it would also be the proof that this 
world is condemned, inevitably.  This is also why I took some distance 
from the masters of tradition: they're all Abrahamian. 
 
(XI IV XCIV) 
 



I don't think we can participate to the birth of the Novel, as the 
prophet isn't here yet, and the games of esotericism are not enough to 
guide us.  It is predicted, among others, that we will seek a crutch in 
the old traditions (which explains my involvement in the Celtic 
tradition in the past, and hence the publication of the BOOK OF 
NABELKOS) and that stage isn't finished, far from it.  That's why I now 
dabble with the Germanic tradition, which leads more directly than 
Druidry to the Novel, especially because of the symbol of the Tree 
(YGGDRASILL) that is absolutely essential in Irminism.  But I've no 
delusions about it, for the crowd of Germanist followers is as 
miserable and shabby now as the average of Celtomania guys were twenty 
years ago (and they haven't changed).  I've received lately several 
Odinist magazines and it's really bad, including the Anglo-Saxon ones 
(American even suggest the sale of gadgets, therefore they're making 
dollars money, and there they keep their wits about them).  Each of 
those papers is a one-man show, you cannot write anything in it.  It is 
true that in the French-Speaking sphere, Germanism is a new thing. 
 
Concerning Shiva-worship (and here, it's real serious), my approach was 
motivated, among others, by what Nostradamus' prediction according to 
which the new 'messiah' would be born in the far west of Europe (like 
in Brittany for instance), and that the new belief would grow in the 
Orient first, and that it would be from the East that the first 
'apostles' (like Saint Paul in the past) would bring the new faith to 
PORT SEKIN (USA).  I couldn't see what 'Good News' from the West could 
grow in the East, so I thought a simplified version of Shiva 
metaphysics could be the opportunity of the miracle.  But it was a 
vague supposition.  There's also the problem of the sacrifice.  In the 
sphere of the Cardinals, the sacrifice is the one by which the Father 
(Abraham) accepts to sacrifice the Son (Isaac); in the sphere of the 
Mutables, the sacrifice (the Cross) was the Son (Christ) sacrificed to 
the Father.  In the sphere of the Fixed, the torture and execution will 
involve both Father and Son.  Or in Irminism is found the birth of the 
Father by/from the Son.  In any case, the crime that will cause the 
Aquarius prophet to be executed will be his refusal of love, like the 
crime that caused Christ to be condemned to death was his refusal of 
Justice (Aries).  Death by sacrifice is the true birth of God.  
According to Nostradamus, the place of future execution would be 
Switzerland.  Why not? 
 
There are many other problems too, and I recall that Pichon was 
recommending to become down-and-out or to go living up in the mountains 
in some derelict sheepfold, like in the past in the vicinity of the 
coming of the Age of Pisces, the purest ones withdrew from society, 
going to settle near the sea, in the make shift 'hermitages', or in 
some cave in the cliffs, thus experiencing communion with the water 
element in waiting for the coming of Pisces.  I've got friends who 
dropped all and they've gone to live in the Pyrenees, among them are 
two Shiva-worshippers and one was initiated in the Kashmir with me.  
Others go wandering on the planet and one is in Polynesia.  Wisdom or 
escapism.  Others have chosen drugs or suicide. 
 
What is sure is that there's nothing to expect from the present time 
and its flock.  It is vain to dabble in the basements of crepuscular 
myths.  I betrayed in staying in society, it would have to be 
compensated.  The new formulation of the Irminist gnosis might give the 
opportunity before my demise.  We'll see.   



 
(Late 1995) 
 
The quality of your writing improves, but it remains a work of 
syncretism, very 'New-Age' type, and really Anglo-Saxon in this point 
of view.  We will speak again of the Earth Mother in the Age of 
Capricorn.  Aquarius is a male sign.  By the way, the 'sign' I was 
waiting for is from now on clearly visible: The South Pole ice is 
currently melting.  In a little more than a century - or even before - 
The ocean level will rise in an alarming manner, and then submerge 
coastal areas.  I've got the maps, drawn by scientists have undertaken 
'projections' based on that.  The consequences are terrifying: New York 
and other big cities are under water, huge population exodus on the 
way, etc.  It inevitable because of the 'greenhouse effect' generated 
by industry and its product, with the car to start with.  At the same 
time, it's possible to see other things in it.  For instance, this 
'melting' may be directed by the 'Nazi scientists' of the Antarctica 
secret base (NEUSCHWABLAND).  What an ultimate vengeance.  It's pretty 
weird as far as the scenario is concerned.  You can build fantasy on 
this as a writer and live of it.  In the Germanic tradition, the fire 
of the destruction of the world in RAGNAROK is SURTALOGI, coming from 
the South.  I speak about it in my chapter on the SCHWARZE SONNE in 
reminding the reader that this symbol was the main ornament of the 
paving of the GRUFFENFUHRERSAAL of the infamous HAUS WEWELSBURG. 
 
If you knew what I know, you would die right away. 
 
(June 11, 1995) 
 
... Having said that, this book by Slouka, WAR OF THE WORLDS, is 
remarkable and is a very good reference.  The author has understood 
pretty well the Spirit of Cyberspace is nothing else but some sort of 
Techno-Christianity.  I was thinking that for a while, but I needed the 
rational proof, and that's done now with this Mark Slouka ... 
Nonetheless, I must use this book for it's really good.  In the 
meantime, I will read more carefully for it's worth it.  The main thing 
concerning Cyberspace or Hyperspace is the destructive aspect.  We must 
see this as something contributing to the liquidation of the modern 
world.  Besides, everything and anything produced by this society 
contributes to its destruction.  "The cyberspace revolution would seek 
to erase the World as we had known it."  Good news for some. Someone in 
a nihilist position vis-à-vis this modern society can only applaud this 
fact.  As to the Spirit of Cyberspace "it was of the same spirit as 
Christianity, but bigger."  Of course that it's a parody of the spirit 
of Pisces.  As the whole rest, today, all over the place.  But it's a 
killing parody, without love and compassion.  It's not surprising if 
one sees, all of a sudden, cybernauts being shot at.  Like several 
recent news items occurring in the USA prove it.  You're right to 
predict the Internet will be a tool of the caricatural empire of the 
Antichrist.  We're only at the start of our surprises for the nightmare 
to come will surpass in horrors our most feverish imaginations.  
Concerning 1999, we're getting close to the doom-laden date 
(July/August) and whomever will live will see.  It's possible it all 
end up in a disappointment.  According to the predictions of La Tessier 
and Andre Barbault (PREVISIONS ASTROLOGIQUES POUR LE NOUVEAU 
MILLENAIRE, Editions Dangles), the date to worry about is 2010/2012.  
But, in my opinion, the dangerous moment in the 21st Century is 2040 



(Neptune square Uranus), and also and especially between 2060 and 2070 
(Neptune square Pluto).  That's going to be a huge blood bath.  It was 
predicted that Israel would disappear in this sector.   
 
(September 9, 1999) 
 
... Indeed, wisdom and compassion are inseparable in the Mahayana, 
which troubles me a bit for I find it hard to feel any inch of 
compassion towards today's man, this man currently leading the planet 
to its destruction.  For man is responsible for the ecological chaos.  
I've just received information on predictable catastrophes and it's 
horrible.  I've got the map showing the threat of lack of drinking 
water.  In Europe, the UK is on top of the list for that.  In 2050, 
Africa, Arabia, Iran, India will be dry and waterless areas.  Complete 
shortage.  They hide many things, but from now on it's impossible to 
rely on denial, like when it concerns the ice melting.  Add to that the 
danger of anti-cyclone more and more violent.  Breton tempests have 
more than doubled in 30 years.  The rest will follow.  One can't help 
sometime but experience some pleasure from it, for sometime misfortune 
is necessary and it's good.  A kind of revenge for us all who have to 
survive in this shit. 
 
(December 12, 1999) 
 
... The myth of the ancient Goddess won't become really 'constructive' 
until the Age of Capricorn that is a female sign of Earth.  Aquarius 
being a male air sign, replacing the female water sign of Pisces, 
therefore, the Goddess won't be much active in the new era. 
 
Virile characters (mobility, continuity, warmth): AQUARIUS, ARIES, 
GEMINI, LEO, LIBRA, SAGITTARIUS. 
 
Feminine characters (static, discontinuity, cold): SCORPIO, CAPRICORN, 
PISCES, TAURUS, CANCER, VIRGO. 
 
Here, a dialectic is installed that says a lot.  For instance: Pisces 
fear the Taurus spirit (feminine like the sign of the fishes), despise 
the preceding spirit of Aries and have turned the serpent (Cancer) in 
the symbol of evil (repulsion through analogy). 
 
In crepuscular times, some 'repulsions' are surmounted by tactical 
necessity.  Thus, I've read lately in Pichon, 'Celui Qui Nait' (He who 
is born), the dieu du future (the future god), Volume 2: "It would be 
thus a new approach of the god of love (Buddha, Christ) and at the same 
time it would be a new belief in wisdom that would characterize the 
best the mythical evolution of society in the 21srt Century."  Briefly, 
it would be a syncretism of Pisces (Love and compassion) and Cancer 
(new wisdom).  The 21st Century has many surprises in store for us and 
the third millennium has much more.  Ordinarily, one classifies Cancer 
among the antichrists.  Concretely, it expresses itself right now 
through science (materialism), purely destructive in the long term.  
"It would be extremely difficult to destroy the human race with an atom 
bomb.  With genetic engineering, it's a snap." (Michael Crichton, 
author of JURASSIC PARK).  I continue my updating in Christian 
theology.  I'm at the stage of the devotion to the infant Jesus.  It 
goes far enough.  For instance: "I have seen my soul in a relation of 
innocence, and on the foundation of death, emptiness, nothingness and 



nakedness, to live in divine purity with the holy infant Jesus (...) in 
the purgation and the emptiness of itself and all that is created." 
(Gaston de Renty). 
 
Will the anger of Kalki be compassionate?  You're dreaming.  "When the 
King of kings will undertake his glorious return riding clouds, all 
armored with iron, when he will cause the second universal deluge, the 
blood flood upon the materialist and quantitative society of the 
Antichrist (...), human will rise up to the bit of the Redeemer's white 
horse," (Attilio Mordini). 
 
(24 February, 2000) 
 
... The (practical) sexual procedure that you talk about is essentially 
tantric.  I experimented with it after 1968, from 1969 to 1971 during 
my sojourn at SAINT JEAN D'ANGELY, without any master, following the 
study of some texts (P.B. RANDOLPH and JULIUS EVOLA's METAPHYSIQUE DU 
SEXE)...  I keep of it all a fond recollection but the spiritual gain 
was meager.  My personal disposition tends to the complete break 
between sex and the spiritual, as later abundantly confirmed in my 
life.  It's different concerning you, and you must pursue the 
experience to its conclusion.   
 
Concerning the 'associations' qualifying Lilith with the aid of 
universal algebra, you're right to posit the sign of Cancer for her, 
but you forget Scorpio that seems to me fully present in the formula 
(note that Wisdom = Cancer).  Taurus sexuality is complication-free; it 
is purely Venus-partaking, healthy and material.  As you say, let's 
keep a bit of mystery.  The animals by you quoted are the snake (Cancer 
and Scorpio as envisaged by Hades), the owl (syncretism of Cancer and 
Gemini).  All this is dark and nightly, mostly dominated by Scorpio and 
the water element.  As to God the Woman, that is anthropolatry.  One 
must practice the abstraction from the human... 
 
I have 2 or 3 titles of CHOGYAM TRUNGPA, good popularization of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  Of course, it's less 'sexy' than Lilith, but still carry on 
with the study of the Dharma for it's more fruitful long-term-wise than 
anything that may come from Lilith.  You thesis that Lilith is a Taurus 
goddess cursed by Aries is appealing and partly exact.  In the sphere 
of the fixed, Taurus gets on pretty well with Scorpio.  As already 
said, Taurus = raw and healthy sexuality.  This sexuality is turned 
tantric when in contact with the tortuous spirit of Scorpio.  
Obviously, Aries could only curse all this as it domain is Fire and the 
True, whereas Taurus' field is The Earth and the Beautiful.  However 
the Earth is present with Aries: it's the Promised Land or CANAAN.  And 
Taurus is also the Golden Calf, malevolent for any secularized Aries 
nation like Israel, turning them into money-obsessed folks.  Taurus 
occupies a considerable part of Lilith's astral makeup, we can be sure 
of that.   
 
Sophia is a syncretism of Cancer, Pisces and Virgo.  According to 
Pichon, the Shekinah, Hebrew and Moslem, is mostly of the earth 
element, therefore mostly Capricorn.  It's true that he calls Shakti a 
goddess of the earth, probably because of the Taurus predominance in 
Shiva, always accompanied by the bull NANDIN.  Gemini = the couple; the 
bull is reduplicated for Shiva and Shakti.  All this is not simple.  
Shiva's Linga is purely Taurus, but intrinsically Shiva is Taurus and 



Aquarius.  The formula of Islam is a syncretism of Aries, Taurus and 
Cancer.  I think of that as I currently update my knowledge in Moslem 
theology.  I've got about 20 books on the topic.  It's quite hard.  
Sufism would rather be a syncretism of Pisces, Taurus and Cancer.  
Given that the formula comprises Taurus, it turns Islam into a bridge 
toward the Novel (Aquarius).  It is suggested that Aquarius will come 
from Pisces as, in the past, Pisces came from Aries (Christianity from 
Judaism and Buddhism from Brahmanism).  One wonders.  It would be more 
logical to think that the future prophet and his doctrine would emerge 
from Islam that is the summary of, the synthesis of Abrahamic currents, 
and that possesses, in its makeup, Taurus, which is present in the 
sphere of the fixed (Taurus, Scorpio, Aquarius, Leo).  There might 
better things to be said.  The new prophet might emerge from the 
BAHA'IE, as this faith is sometimes presented as the fourth chapter of 
Abrahamism (after Judaism, Christianity and Islam).  I've researched 
what Pichon and more orthodox authors had to say on the matter.  The 
BAB is at the foundation of the BAHA'IE faith, revealed in the West by 
the Count of Gobineau who was then the French ambassador stationed in 
Persia.  According to Pichon: "The BAB is only the prophet of He Who 
Must Come: the 7th angel of Ismaelian lore as well as the 12th Iman, 
perfect syncretism of Work and Hierarchy."  Work is Taurus and 
Hierarchy is Leo.  Elsewhere, Pichon writes: "... toward 2300, while 
the Great State will still refuse the god of freedom, works will have 
appeared, that will create imperfect but durable figures of the god.  
It could be, mainly, in Iran and Spain.  Esoteric and symbolic, the 
Spanish god will be soon fused with the Great God of creation, probably 
of Moslem origin.  But the liberator of Persia should enjoy a thousand 
years-lasting destiny, in spite of all the reborn Mazdaism, Islamism 
and Sufism.  Light and Creation, this god would count among his first 
disciples the followers of the BAHA'IE faith. 
 
Light = Leo and Creation = Taurus.  God of freedom = Aquarius.  The 
Great State = USA...  
 
(June 8,2000) 
 
... I have resumed my studies of the Trika (Kashmir Shiva metaphysics) 
after more than a year of updating of my knowledge of Islam and 
Christianity, etc.  It was necessary as I lose data quickly; and I have 
to keep a basic knowledge, and kept updated concerning the evolution of 
the enemy religions, for Abrahamism on the whole is rotting in diverse 
manners, and consequently it is dangerous.  Christianity gets on with 
Judaism as never before.  I was surprised.  Jews, Christians and 
Moslems are doomed to increasingly become a single block.  Rome was the 
last concentration of Antiquity paganisms.  The USA (the New Rome) will 
gradually become THE Abrahamic empire.  And this entity will have to be 
slain before the spread of the Aquarius dispensation and we've got 
plenty to wait before that happens.  Before that, the JCMG (Judao-
Christian-Moslem-God) will reign via his secularized institutions; his 
survival, purely criminal, will be so bad that ancient persecutions 
against Christians will appear as playground games. 
 
One of Pichon's hypothesis, in accordance with Nostradamus: the prophet 
of the Novel (Aquarius) is born in Brittany, preaches in the Midi 
(Provence, Spain, Italy; all those regions will be Moslem at the time) 
and death by torture or execution in Switzerland.  His message will 
first grow in the East.  Hence the likelihood that it will based on 



Shiva metaphysics. 
 
Hades thought that Aquarius would start on January 20, 1999.  I don't 
agree. 
 
(29 July, 2000) 
 
... Having said that, your questions concerning the way in which will 
be treated the traditions outside Abrahamism in/by the Parody to come 
is easy to answer: it is enough to observe their current decadence to 
see, each in its own way, towards which sector of nothingness it tends.  
Mankind's general degeneration has been foreseen by all traditions; one 
cannot deny its visibility in both the West and the East.  Schuon is 
happy to notice that the Eastern decline is passive whereas the Western 
one is active and creative animated by the (Greco-Romano-Celto-
Germanic) tendency to change, "and through that to unfaithfulness, 
indeed even to luciferian adventure".  But if we observe the current 
course of the world, we see an Orient increasingly active in its 
decadence, especially the 'Asian dragons'.  India isn't better as her 
computer scientists and engineers are sought after and Asia is 
currently restless in front of the Internet's screen.  Finally, let's 
take note the Hindu-looking cults and sects settled in the West, and we 
see the parody in action and the bogus gurus only motivated by 
financial gain.  Even in Asia, one corrupts spiritual techniques in 
order to increase one's income (see FALUN GONG and similar stuff).  All 
those oriental sects in the West emphasize only the motions, practice, 
action and techniques, and this to satisfy Western 'pragmatism', whilst 
all metaphysics are suppressed or moved in the background.  It's only 
spiritual materialism, to say the least.  In short, this parody is 
already running.  We're right into it. 
 
(10 August, 2000) 
 
Indeed, one must turn away from both good and bad thoughts.  In fact, 
successive thoughts never stop; if one moment of thought holds back, 
then the other moments of thought hold back as well.  That's what it 
means to be bound, to be attached.  To be come free, it enough to 
realize that, in all things, successive thoughts don't hold back or 
cling to.  One must also drop intellectual discrimination, revelations 
and visions.  Myself, I let all this flow like a river that I observe 
from the top of a bridge.  Anchored in the Self, I let the lower self 
to its restlessness.  Then the lower self starts being ashamed of being 
thus observed and it shuts up, calms down and stops being agitated; the 
torrent of thoughts dries up and the only bit left is a thin dribble of 
water, and often even less than that. 
 
Some speculative projections make some consider that there would be 190 
millions of Latinos in the USA around 2100, which would imply that 
English might not end up as the Aquarius tongue (as Latin was the 
official language of the Pisces Church.  So Spanish might become the 
language of Aquarius.  One wonders.  Given that those Latinos (born of 
a mixture of White and Native Americans) possess yellow blood (Native 
Americans come the same initial racial stock as the Chinese) and US 
Asians will number some 70 millions (still in accordance with current 
speculative projections), the racial background would be greatly 
affected leaving both Blacks and Whites in minority positions, and a 
people on the whole yellow (US Native Americans would be around 6 



millions, this number being thus added to the mass of Mongolian Asian-
Americans).  The future has many surprises for us.  With the actual 
rise of current migrations, the future race of the new era is being 
formed (like the Germanic invasions on the eve of Pisces).  There is 
also another explanation, but it's so far-fetched that I tell you later 
about it. 
 
(Late 2000) 
 
... The rise of nuisances in all levels gives pleasure to some.  
Besides, the same guys are not interested in anything else when it 
comes to the news.  They enjoy everything that contributes to the 
destruction of this global society.  This black age is the gutter of 
history.  There is nothing to do to save this abominable society from 
catastrophes and the definite havoc awaiting it.  The majority of this 
miserable humanity is lost.  At the end of the Iron Age, we are in the 
phase of the age of ghosts, in which people can only reach their 
reality through screens.  I've known the big screen (my first film was 
Zorro), then the TV screen, and now it's the computer screen, the whole 
shrouded in an aquarium increasingly dull blue-green, which is normal 
for a finishing Pisces era, but still not quite over... 
 
...The work of Mircea Eliade is ruled by Libra, hence his remarkable 
books on the Tree.  He is not really well perceived by hard core 
Tradionalists, but hardly any profane and academic author is 
appreciated by the Traditionalists.  So, we take all the good you can 
find in Eliade, and there is good stuff in his work.  As to religious 
synthesis, they are inevitable.  Each religion, to shape its tradition, 
'steals' anything it finds compatible around it.  Normal.  Other 
traditions sum up.  Islam the whole of Abrahamism.  Others exteriorize.  
It is quite certain that the future religion of Aquarius will 
exteriorize Christianity.  One wonders.  For official Christianity 
denounces any esotericism.  So there would be nothing to 'exteriorize'.  
The people of the future god might be composed of monks.  At least, 
Joachim of Flore thought so.  But chastity is mostly a Virgo 
phenomenon.  Anyway, whoever will live will see, for that can of debate 
doesn't really get my attention now, even if I remain vigilant.  For 
now, what prevails is not Aquarius but a Pisces-Cancer syncretism, and 
for quite a while.  
 
... The Antichrist won't necessarily be a person.  For instance, the 
King of Terror predicted by Nostradamus for 1999 did come, and many 
damages occurred due to his presence.  He is deduced (that's the 
anthropomorphization) of major events in this year, like the Serbian 
war, the eclipse of the sun and the storms (they have, unprecedented 
fact, ravaged continental Europe from the Atlantic to Moldavia).  So 
the Antichrist could happen to be an entire epoch, a series of 
determining events, etc.  He is mainly, on the eve of Aquarius, mostly 
made of Cancer.  So modern science is the most visible face of the 
Antichrist, especially the syncretic formula of Pisces-Cancer (biotech 
industry for example).  One has the right to be pessimistic.  A 
pessimist is a well-informed optimist.  One is wrong to think that main 
things occur in a giant, Hollywood type fashion.  Generally, everything 
that is fated to play something significant appears insignificant to 
start with.  Think of the minor figure that Christ, yet what followed 
was major.  So now and again, it's something tiny that is enough to 
change life in the following centuries 



 
(late 2000, early 2001) 
 
... I enclose here a photocopy of the sketch of my article 'SHIVA OR 
KALKI?' that is a true-base account, which I intend to propose for 
publication to the magazine JOURNAL DE L'INSOLITE of Jean-Paul Bourre.  
You will for the first time be acquainted with the truth concerning the 
'why' of current racial mixing and contemporary migrations.  My article 
unveils the reality behind it, perhaps not without danger.  The 
'scientific' proof of what I claim is the following (it must be said 
that at the time I wasn't acquainted with this evidence): the Brothers 
HECK have reconstituted the aurochs, visible in Munich Zoo, that 
disappeared long ago.  So through the actual race mixing of an 
amplitude that has never been equaled in human history, we're going 
towards the emergence of the preceding race, 'actualized' if I may say 
so, for it will be the old race in a new format.  The 'de-
racialization, the march towards a genetically unified mankind will 
bring about the 'rebirth' of the previous race, a return to Neanderthal 
man, and that is ineluctable.  This constitutes the secret project, the 
ultimate aim of Abrahamic anthropology since the 'pact' of MEMBRE... 
the 'Three' angels symbolize  Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 
 
Indeed, I think too that a lot of evil will occur due to and through 
the Internet.  I content myself to observe what contributes to the 
(self) destruction of modern society...  The electoral victory of 
George W. Bush Junior makes some people happy... The occult reason 
behind his victory is the long-term destruction of Israel.  With Gore, 
this project would have been delayed.  With Bush, this project will be 
fulfilled on time.  It is also said that he cancels the embargo on 
Irak, which could then resume his armament program.  It will be useful 
when the time comes.  This destruction must also cover the annihilation 
of 'holy places', or their termination by the nuclear fire.  Bush has a 
guru deemed worrying by some: a fellow named MARVIN OLASKY, neo-
Christian academic thinking up some 'compassionate conservatism', and 
who suggests that sects - including Wicca - should be subsidized.  
Those sects are already exempt of/from paying taxes in the USA. 
 
You see everyday the deeds of the third Antichrist, as it is indeed 
Techno-Science.  Astrologically it is the secularization of Cancer.  
This evil-creating science prepares the way for the coming of the Novel 
(Aquarius) with the disasters it produces and will produce.  Cancer, 
when it is non-secularized, is Sophia or Wisdom.    
 
(XX July MMI) 
 
...An idea comes to me...  At the end of the Age of Aries, invasions 
were violent and military, while the development of Pisces folks, i.e. 
Christians, was peaceful.  Now invasions are peaceful, 'humanitarian' 
so to speak.  So can we imagine that the increase of the future 
Aquarius disciples will be violent and terrorist?  Everything is always 
reproduced, but sometime it's upside down.  And yes, Aquarius is a 
masculine sign, although its tendency is TAMAS. 
 
Survival without quality is degrading, and the Count of Gobineau 
predicted that...  According to Hindu scriptures, the typical features 
of the Kali Yuga are those: 
- illicit relations with the opposite sex (sexual license); 



- consumption of animal flesh (the killing of animals); 
- All kinds of intoxication (alcohol, drugs, tobacco, etc...); 
- Gambling and sport. 
 
The fact that we don't mind tells a lot about our habituation and 
addiction to all this...  The Kali Yuga means the age of conflicts and 
is nothing to do with the age of the Goddess Kali.  
 
23/9/2001 
 
The explosion in New York was like a divine surprise, as I didn't 
expect it, NYC being doomed to be submerged by the riving level of the 
oceans due global warming.  The media coverage of the event is 
neurotic, for there ain't as many dead as forecast, 4 or 5000, it's not 
a lot compared with other atrocities; it's true that they ain't 
finished the search in the debris, and moreover there's the censorship 
as well as some disinformation.  So let's see this as a fateful event, 
especially as to the symbolic element of the crash.  The thing occurred 
under the sign of Virgo (2nd decan, the most 'Virgo' of the three), the 
11th which the number of sin according to Saint Augustine.  It is here 
then a purification (the Virgin) symbolic of the sin represented by the 
USA, everyone agreeing on the symbolic impact but they're unable to 
supply a correct interpretation.  I think it's the start of the 
physical fight, to the death and to the last, against the West and 
Abrahamic civilization.  Here again, I thought this beginning would be 
marked by the future destruction of Israel.  But no!  There is the 
event that inaugurates the struggle of the disciples, the direct fight, 
and that is what actually happened.  On one hand there is the combat 
purely spiritual that will commence with the disappearance of Israel 
(that will be at the same time the termination of the 'Holy Land' of 
all Abrahamians, as after that there will be only two sanctuaries left: 
Rome and Mecca). 
Each thing in its own time.  Sure, Moslems fundamentalists are 
Abrahamic, but Islam is a syncretism that recapitulates all the 
Abrahamic tradition, and which is also a bridge between the Old Age 
(Pisces) and the New Age (Aquarius).  Islam shows the way of the 
limitless sacrifice that will animate the future disciples (Aquarius 
being a male sign, they won't let people walk upon them, unlike the 
first Christians that got more than 12 millions of martyrs in three 
centuries of persecution).  Islam will vanish once it will have done 
its job; The Earth must be radically Abrahamian-free for the 
installment of the new era.  Before the coming of the Novel, a certain 
percentage of purification will have been reached.  This jihad to the 
last will still take 3 centuries, perhaps more.  It's been a while that 
I choose my side.  In the case of the World Trade Center, the symbolism 
is so evident and precise that, even if you use the tools of grocery 
occultism, you still obtain remarkable results.  For instance, the 
crash can be symbolized by Tarot Trump Major XVI, THE TOWER.  And if 
you undertake to count the number of windows of the two towers 
(Gemini), you get 43600, which in theosophical reduction gives us 
4+3+6=13, i.e. DEATH!  Indeed you couldn't open those windows for 
security reasons.  Plus, if you add 13 to 16 you fall again back to 11.  
It's incredible.  And I tell you only this, for the size of all the 
parameters is astonishing, confirming that no human could predict that 
and that it's God's finger behind the case.  Now, you could expect the 
US response to be 'disproportionate', basically killing many innocents 
(much more than the victims of the crash) in such a way that the 



intrinsic malevolence of America comes out, and that the current 
sympathy towards them turns into an icy cold and an universal 
disapproval.  It is also 'moral' that Abrahamian kill one another 
(Arabs possess the largest reserves of oil, so they're not that 
innocent as it's partly due to them that this reprehensible society 
functions).  We're quite lucky to be among the firsts to see all that.  
Astrological details for the end of 2001 presage more violence...  So 
the crash is a fallout from the opposition of Pluto to Saturn of August 
just gone.  I spare you the rest, it's quite apocalyptic and we still 
should se some nice fireworks.  All the 21st Century is critical and 
dangerous with only a few moments of peace.  We are thus in this 
destruction phase of three hundred years and we must not forget that.  
And death comes from the sky, as Aquarius is an air sign.  We will 
enter into Aquarius in exactly 2376 AD.  In the meantime will prevail 
death, ruins, destructions of all sorts, misery, horror.  We're finally 
only at the start of the fight in which men will start standing up 
directly against the Beast, and so to speak with their bare hands given 
the colossal arsenal at the disposal of the Abrahamians.  But the 
disciples will carry out the limitless sacrifice (kamikaze) also aided 
by the environmental disasters and all kinds of nuisances proliferating 
in the modern world that will be exterminated until nothing of it 
remains.  But the modern Beast more or less self-destructs in any case.  
It's all clear.  The path is straight; we know where we're going.  
However strong the enemy is, it will lose.  Given the context, we can 
expect maybe 100,000 martyrs.  That's the price to pay.  The main thing 
is to succeed.  Martyrs are inevitable and part of the package...  The 
Pope preaches moderation (in the event of possible retaliations) and 
forgiveness under the precise aegis of Mary.  He has perfectly 
understood the occult stakes...  Indonesian vice-president (Indonesia 
is the most populous Mohammedan state with 200,000,000 people) has said 
something like this: "The attacks must purify Americans from/of their 
sins."  This guy has also understood the stakes... SOURATES 3 to 19 of 
the Koran show Mary as the holiest being, the purest and the most 
submitted to God's Will, and she also comes to upset the established 
order... The World Trade Center North Tower was attacked by an 
airplane, the 'American Airlines Flight 11', and the South Tower by an 
'United Airlines Flight 175'.  Which brings us back to 11 and 13...  
Concerning the opposition of Pluto to Saturn, if you draw the chart of 
the USA (04/07/1776 at 07.17 AM GMT), you notice a Pluto opposition (in 
House 9: the foreigner) and a Saturn dissonance, the whole thing with 
the Ascendant in Gemini.  If Ben Laden is responsible, he must be 
surrounded by good astrologers.  Let's mostly God's finger in it, and 
even His hand!   
 
(7 November 2001) 
 
... I enclose here a text that I felt compelled to write on the 
'affair' to reply to the request of many people, and as I can't answer 
everyone in detail, so I've done this all-purpose essay.  In fact, 
there's enough to write a substantial and big article and even a book, 
but there's no one to publish that kind of thing, so I dropped the 
idea.  I congratulate you to have had the right intuition concerning 
the value of the events.  The latter go on with nonsensical battering 
of Afghanistan deprived little country.  You're right to suppose 
there's no alternative (heroic resistance or Mac Donald).  The aim is 
now very clear.  It's from now on only a matter of resistance.  May 
each does as he can on this issue, it's only the start and it will go 



on for a few centuries (three or four).  I don't believe the white race 
will disappear with honor, it has fallen too low a state for that.  I 
don't even think it will become obsolete but it definitely will be the 
new ethnic minority (in 50 years, US whites won't even be the half of 
what they are today, and Europe will quickly follow in this trend).  I 
don't believe in an Indo-European revival via Russia.  All constructive 
hope must be banished, it's too late, and that since 1945.  The only 
'hope' is destructive.  For instance, the third Antichrist (today's 
materialistic science) will do a great deal in the realm of 
dismantlement.  Not only the green Armageddon due to it, but also 
biological terrorism.  Blow after blow, our civilization will be 
constantly hit; that's clearly the first message of 9-11.  Let's face 
it...  It's in the second half of the 21st Century that the risk of 
World War by interposed states will take place... 
 
(2002) 
 
... I remind you of this: What had to be done at the dawn of the Age of 
Pisces?  Terminating paganism in all its forms and destroying Rome.  
What must be and will be done on the eve of the Age of Aquarius?  
Terminating Abrahamism in all its forms and destroying the USA.  Islam 
being a 'bridge' between Abrahamism (which it sums up) and the New Age, 
its destructive role makes some happy.  It's a bit like our old folks 
in Breizh Atao who used to say: "Even with the emperor of China as 
longs as it is against France".  So some people think: "Let's be on the 
side of Bin Laden as long as it's against the US".  This doesn't 
objectively concerns us, but it will be the business of others, 
suggesting the straight path to follow to the volunteers.  Now, it's 
all clear enough in theory and there's no need to return to that.  From 
now on and during four centuries, the fight top the last against the 
modern world is on the march, until the West and its produces collapse 
into nothingness.  It's not a clash of civilizations, it's a war 
against ONE civilization that spread all over the planet.  In the 
future, I mostly retain 2020 as a very hard year.  Astrology reveals 
that seven out of ten planetary  cycles will be ascending (compare with 
1914: eight out of ten descending planetary cycles, and in 1940, nine 
out of ten cycles were waning).  The hit should be real hurtful.  It's 
not possible to go into the details (triple conjunction of Jupiter-
Saturn-Pluto squaring Uranus and half-squaring Neptune, both the latter 
half-squaring one another).  
 
(2002) 
 
Thank you for your letter and the important texts on Shakti, sector 
that I study in detail right now, due to the necessity to investigate 
the famous Nostradamus formula I already told you about.  But it goes 
much further, especially I should work hard on the 'Centuries', sector 
completely neglected (If I had invested as much time as for Rimbaud, 
many mysteries linked to those 'Centuries' would be today shed with 
light), and that it's not possible for me to involve myself deeply in 
it, partly because I don't have the means to buy useful books (and one 
must know them so that one doesn't waste time with things already 
expounded by other authors) and also I don't have the time.  I have 
still received two books among the most recent.  First is the work of 
Philippe Poirier, NOSTRADAMUS: UN GUIDE POUR CELUI QUI DOIT VENIR 
(Tredaniel Editeur).  The thesis of this guy is, in my opinion, wrong 
(the 'Centuries' would be a kind of breviary for the future prophet.  



Moreover, he thinks that the base of the Novel's doctrine will be 
alchemical!  This is bad.  But there are still some good intuitions).  
The other book is written by Jean Marc Allemand, NOSTRADAMUS ET LES 
TRETEAUX DE L'ANTECHRIST (Tredaniel Editeur).  Allemand is a follower 
of Rene Guenon, which makes his book interesting.  His book is in two 
parts; the first translates the 'Centuries'; the second comprises 3 
chapters on the occult history of Russia, England and on the Priest 
John.  It goes off the rails sometimes but I admit there's good stuff 
in it; the chapter on the UK is mind-blowing, which makes this country 
one of the centers of the counter-initiation on this planet.  The 
translations of the verses of the 'Centuries' are also full of 
surprises.  And it's now mad, now courageous.  For instance: 
 
VIII.96 LA SYNAGOGUE STERILE SERA SANS FRUIT 
   SERA RECEUE ENTRE LES INFIDELES 
   DE BABYLONE LA FILLE DU PORSUIT 
   MISERE ET TRISTE LUI TRENCHERA LES AISLES. 
 
Translation 
   The sterile satanic cult leading nowhere, 
   Will not be well received by Islam 
   From the corrupt metropolis, the sick work of the pursued one, 
   Adversity and hatred, paralyze him in his rush/elan. 
 
IX.83   SOL VINGT DE TAURUS SI FORT TERRE TREMBLER, 
   LE GRAND THEATRE REMPLY RUINERA, 
   L'AIR CIEL ET ERRE OBSCURIR ET TROUBLER, 
   LORS L'INFIDELE DIEU ET SAINCTS VOGUERA. 
 
Translation 
   The Nine of May, the Earth will quake badly, 
   The great theatre of the world full of ruins, 
   The atmosphere and the Earth will be darkened and troubled, 
   When the Orient will call for/to the Holy War. 
 
V.32   OU TOUT BON EST, TOUT BIEN SOLIDE ET LUNE, 
   EST ABONDANT, SA RUINE S'APPROCHE: 
   DU CIEL S'ADVANCE VANER TA FORTUNE, 
   EN MESME ESTAT QUE LA SEPTIEME ROCHE. 
 
Translation 
   Where all is filled with comfort and wealth, 
   Abundantly, the ruins approaches: 
   From the sky will come the selection of Destiny, 
   Bringing us back to the state of vile matter. 
 
The author uses dictionaries of old French as spoken in those days, but 
he sometimes works the sense of a bit according to his own aim.  Having 
understood that, one can makes use of those translations.  In his 
Epistle to HENRI II, Nostradamus predicts: "And the old and new 
Testament will be debased, burned, and after the Antichrist will be the 
infernal prince, and still will tremble the realms of Christendom, and 
also the Infidels will be agitated for a space of 25 years."  Which 
confirms my intuition that one day will come the fight to the last 
against Abrahamians (including Islam, i.e. the 'Infidels') and the 
systematic destruction of their places of worship and their 'holy' 
books.  "5 years won't be too much for this work of 'intensive care'. 



Given that the secret formula of Aquarius is found in those 'Centuries' 
(and I wouldn't be surprised if I was the only one to have discovered 
it since the 16th Century), there are, here and there in the verses, 
doctrinal fragments.  Concerning the Shakti, I think I told you her 
three 'faces' are extracted from the formula and it gives us this: 
1 MAYA 
2 UMA 
3 AMA 
= SHAKTI, and it is to be noted that the 3rd is also the 1st in terms 
of hierarchy, and each of the names possesses three meanings (3*3). 
If you isolate the initials of the names, you get the famous pranava of 
Hinduism: AUM.  Now, in Christian esotericism, AVM = Ave Maria.  V is 
not differentiated from U in those days and MARY is the mystical rose, 
that is to say, "the circumference brought back to the Center"... 
In Sanskrit, one draws from the Novel (extracted from the same formula) 
three names of which two are evidently the same than those of his 
Shakti (MAYA, AMA).  The speculations that come from it are mind-
blowing.  But incidentally, the 'worst' is that the name of the Novel 
can be translated, according to the Qabalah, with an outcome indeed 
simplified but 100% comparable to the result obtained from the Sanskrit 
deciphering.  Behind Nostradamus was a group (with some remarkable 
Qabalah adepts) and behind this group was those that people name the 
ROSE CROSS (the true ones, not the Rosicrucians).  In the 17th Century, 
those Rose Cross return to the Orient (in the kingdom of Priest John, 
i.e. JAINA).  It's therefore not Nostradamus nor the SODALITAS CELTICA, 
nor those behind him who are the authors of the formula, but this was 
brought to the West by the Rose Cross.  Nostradamus is only the tool 
transmitting the formula, fulfilling his initiate duty.  I've got to 
search this further more, but I've got from now on the right track.  
Besides, one ought to say it's a confirmation through the Qabalah.  Of 
course, they must have done the same thing using Islamic esotericism 
and Christian occultism.  I've clues going in that direction.  But 
originally, the formula is entirely Sanskrit-based, for the Novel comes 
from Shiva metaphysics and tradition.  Thus all my intuitions were 
right.  My approach was perfectly fine.  If only I had found out this 
10 years ago, no time would have been wasted and it would have been 
cost effective. 
 
 
(2003) 
 
The issue of the YUGA is complex, and if Danielou deserves to be read 
and is a good introduction to Shiva tradition, when one is confronted 
with a hard doctrinal point, one must consult the orthodox texts and 
the traditional writings.  But I've got none of them that mention the 
short cycles used by Guenon in his book FORMES TRADITIONNELLES ET 
CYCLES COSMIQUES (Gallimard, 1970).  In this work, he only talks about 
the 64,800 years manvantara, disposed as follows: 
 
KRITA YUGA (Golden Age) = 25,920 years. 
TRETA YUGA (Silver Age) = 19,440 years. 
DVAPARA YUGA (Bronze Age) = 12,960 years. 
KALI YUGA (Iron Age) = 6,480 years. 
 
The advantage of this formula is that the Pisces era actually 
terminates the Kali Yuga.  It is if I may so a formula both reassuring 
and hopeful.  I think Guenon got that from his guru who initiated him 



into Hinduism.  But I, after having for years preferred this formula, I 
now agree with the long one used in Shiva writings, for instance in the 
SIVA-PURANA that says: "Sacrifices, gifts and other rites are totally 
efficient during the KRITA age.  In the TETRA age, they produce only 
three-quarters of their beneficial results.  During the DVAPARA age, 
those are reduced by half.  And during the KALI age, they produce only 
a quarter of their benefits.  And when the half of the KALI age is 
passed, the benefit is reduced to the three quarters of this quarter." 
(pp. 125, 126, translated by TARA MICHAEL, Gallimard, 1991).  The very 
excellent female translator comments on the margin that extract as 
follows: "The 'Perfect Age' [KRITA], first era of mankind (duration: 
4,800 divine years.  "The toss of the dices in which one gets it right 
3 times" [TRETA], name of the second era of mankind (duration: 3,600 
divine years). "The toss of the dices in which one get it right twice", 
name of the third era of humanity (duration: 2,400 divine years).  "The 
sickest toss of dices, name of the present period that is the 4th era 
of humankind (duration: 1,200 divine years)."   The transformation of 
divine years in human years is given in other books, and I spare you 
it, but the raw numbers are as follows: 
 
KALI YUGA (1,200 divine years) = 432,000 human years. 
DVAPARA (2,400 divine years) = 864,000 human years. 
TRETA (3,600 divine years) = 1,296,000 human years. 
KRITA (4,800 divine years) = 1,728,000 human years. 
 
Consequently, in this long formula, the KALI YUGA lasts not 6,480 years 
but 432,000 human years.  Guenon offers several precious explanations 
but refuses to date the start of this KALI YUGA that is 3,102 years 
BC...  Why, besides the data of Shiva tradition, I had finally adopted 
the long formula.  For environmental and rational reasons.  After the 
Iron Age (KALI) comes the Golden Age (KRITA or STYA).  So, how could 
this KRITA age settle at the end of the Pisces era upon an ultra-
polluted Earth and cluttered with buried nuclear and chemical waste the 
natural vanishing of which necessitating tens of millennia? 
 
(2003) 
 
... Indeed, divine grace comprises different levels of intensity, this 
is theorized in Shiva-worship in various ways, but really one has to 
admit in that the Kali age, the restriction in this domain isn't thin 
but massive, as is the 'normal' situation in the proletarian age, the 
period in which the Sudra or lower-castes dominate, and even less that 
that as the frequentation of/with the ordinary world tells us.  Let's 
assume.  You and I, we are still well placed to receive this grace 
(SAKTIPATA, literally "the fall of energy", from heavens to us/upon 
us).  As to me, I mostly had a lot of luck in this field, but that was 
to the detriment of the rest, for after a fashion everything has to be 
paid, and the material sector of my life was heavily sacrificed.  Other 
people will pay with something else, health for instance.  Basically, 
we gain nothing for nothing.  No pain no gain.  No sacrifice no grace. 
The long formula of the manvantara doesn't bring us with any problem of 
comprehension, it's simply longer and nothing else.  In this 
perspective, the Kali Yuga starts at the junction between the DVAPARA 
and the KALI, of course, that is to say after the battle in KURUKSETRA.  
This battle lasted only 18 days, but brought about the death of 
640,000,000 men.  The date of the deployment of the Kali was fixed at: 
20 January 3102 BC.  I repeat that this age LASTS 232,000 years.  And 



it will all end with a PRALAYA, a cosmic sacrifice identified with some 
gigantic funerals in which the fire plays the role of the stake, 
leaving a charred ball as residue from which all will start again 
(Golden Age...) after the passage via immersion into the (cosmic) 
ocean.  Thus the destructive sacrifice (PRALAYA) is followed by re-
creative sacrifice (PRATISARGA).  And then, only after then comes the 
Golden Age. 
What must retain our attention is the Age of Aquarius, as it is the 
closest cycle to be born and is already our concern, considering we are 
now at less than 150 years away from the coming of its prophet.  
 
MARCH 2007 
 
...  Following your letter, I presume that by "PROPHETE DU NOUVEL AGE", 
you're speaking about the chapter of RIMBAUD EN RUNES which I had 
fashioned in an article format, chapter VIII I believe, and offered to 
MENGAL in Belgium for publication in one of his reviews (he was looking 
for articles at the time) and that was refused ("that a manuscript for 
initiates and initiates are rare").  There were mostly distribution 
problems.  Consequently, the article that you say you have is not an 
"accidental exception" DE MON FAIT.  But it must come from Brussels.  I 
precise that it was the only chapter of RIMBAUD EN RUNES susceptible to 
be turned into an article, the only 'prophetic page' of the complete 
book (27 chapters). 
I don't regret to have burned all this.  It would have delighted 
academics for I could get that published in universities as was 
strongly recommended to me, especially by joining the archives which 
'must' were the twenty pages written by the very hand of Rimbaud 
himself, that had been recovered by Georges MONTANDON during his trip 
to Abyssinia, and that he had given to Abel BONNARD, and the latter was 
victim of theft as the said manuscripts were stolen, along side with 
other precious things, from him during his escape at the Liberation.  I 
bought the whole thing in some second-hand shop in COMPIEGNES, with 
other bits and pieces from Russia and Romania, the whole dating back to 
before 1914...  The scribblings of Rimbaud confirm that he had pursued 
in Africa an interest in and some speculation on letters (alphabets 
from the Arabic, Hebrew, Runic and others).  That would explain a lot 
and luminously many singularities of the work in its bottom.  My 
interest for this traditional science thus goes back to the time when I 
found those texts, in the middle of the 1960s. 
Concerning SHIVA OR KALKI?, there is an "intentional error" in the 
second part which makes the use of the test very unpractical.  
Something I'm accustomed to do (see the NABELKOS) and I still do it in 
the failure of anything/everything else.  The result in the fraudulent 
utilization by some is now and again grandiosely droll as I have been 
witness to lately when one of my letters to a YOGA magazine was handed 
to tiny editors specializing in Hinduism. 
 
The article on 9-11 is indeed a piece of occultism written still in the 
aftermath of the event, based in news items from the USA and given to 6 
or 7 correspondents.  One of them did some constructive criticisms 
concerning it allowing me to operate then some rigorous deciphering.  
Bin Laden is not the boss of bosses of the terrorists.  AL QUEDA has 
spawned a movement greater than itself.  Today's terrorism is only a 
'practical joke' when compared with the one, targeting 
indiscriminately, that is to come soon.  The interests of Bin laden are 
the interests of the Abrahamians, that are not mines, taking advantage 



of it to turn their democracies into dictatorships, process useful to 
the collapse of things, final and from within.  Bin Laden will end up 
being regretted! 
 
I've only written superficialities on Aquarius, and the reason is that 
for a long time, I only knew what could be found on the topic in some 
(rare) texts (they were also dodgy), talking about it.  Then I pursued 
systematically the subject from certain clues (and among them were many 
red herrings, like Nostradamus for instance) until I reached the end.  
But it was awfully long.  In 2005, I was still missing an essential 
key.  It is only at the start of 2006 that the quest was brought to an 
end.  This Aquarius metaphysics is a superior syncretism very 
extraordinary and inspired from above, regardless of the time and place 
of the elaboration.  Shivaism plays a great part in this knowledge.  
Right now, I work hard to memorize, to learn by heart, this 'gnosis' of 
Aquarius. So that I leave nothing behind me.  For I don't think I'm 
predestined to divulge and vulgarize something.  If it was the other 
way round, I would need a strong 'sign' to motivate my commitment to 
the task.  It would be done anonymously and in accordance with the 
planned filiation.  If it's not me doing the job, then we can expect a 
delay of one or two centuries.  This delay is desirable so that the 
field will have been properly cleared, and we're very far from it in 
the West for now... 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  


